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The current state of society makes people jittery. Hong Kong was once listed as the 
safest city in the world. Now, even walking on streets, people are afraid of encountering 
conflicts and even attacks. These were only seen in international news but now it 
happens on the streets every few days. Therefore, AGS stands with Hong Kong people, 
praying sincerely and urgently for our citiy: “Able to discern in chaos, bring justice and 
peace to this place”.

In the past, Hong Kong people focused on economic development and did achieve great 
success proudly. At the same time, putting too much emphasis on economic growth was 
one of the reasons for today’s situation. The Featured Articale of this issue “Vanity of 
Great Works” is to explore how this kind of growth under the globalization will affect our 
ministries. Field editorial “The Globalizing Senegal” may let us understand more about 
the situation of African countries nowadays. Another article “Spread God’s word in 
“Mother tongue” is about using modern technology to assist ethic groups to study bible 
with their language and culture, demonstrating the interaction of respecting local culture 
in globalization. There are still wonderful articles not to be missed. 

Steven 
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"Continued from the preceding two issues on the connection 
between globalization and Cross-Cultural Ministry, this issue 
we will talk about the phenomenon of "Grobalization". George 
Ritzer has mentioned that there is one type of globalization, 
namely grobalization, which is defined as a phenomenon in 
which countries, enterprises or organizations extending their 
systems to other regions in an imperialistic way, in order to 
achieve growth in power and profit. So the author coined a word 
“Gro(w)balization” to describe this type of globalization,  1which 
is in fact the other side of glocalization we discussed in the last 
issue. Glocalization mainly concerns the interaction between 
globalization and localization, and the ultimate emergence of 
unique local phenomena in different places. The process of such 
interaction should evolve through a natural course, rather than 
imposition of  mandatory competitiveness.

The difference between grobaliztion and glocalization can 
also be found in their “nothing” and “something” respectively. 
Paradoxically, the grobalization of “nothing”  is depicted as 
economic, cultural and values implant (or even invasion), which 
is extended from its place of origin with emphasis on conformity 
to the origin. Such implant, therefore, needs centralized control 
and prevention of mingling with local culture. No matter where 
you go, their products are one and the same. From the identical 
burger products of some global chained fast food restaurants, 
you may understand what grobalization means. Unlike 
glocalization, grobalization does not give weight to local culture 
or respect the views of local ethnic groups. Very often some of 
the wealthy and influential transnational enterprises wipe out the 
self-employed operators that have a strong local favour, resulting 
in a world moving towards integration, which is suffocating. As 
mentioned in previous issue, the similarity of international airports 
all over the world makes you forget your whereabouts. People 

Featured
Article

Li
Editorial Room
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living in Hong Kong may vividly realize this point, especially in the planning and development of new 
public housing that look so identical. In short, maybe Grobalization provides a development model which 
is relatively low in capital and high in effectiveness, but at the same time it becomes the invasion and 
manipulation of local livelihood and culture, which is inhuman.

Likewise, growth is a topic of concern for churches and global ministry agencies. For the past ten years, 
some churches have gone all around to watch and learn, and tried to introduce different growth methods 
from other places. If the focus of the church is primarily on its structural updates, it may easily fall into the 
inhumane trap of grobalization, resulting in identity crisis of the church. Global ministry agencies should 
also be careful, advanced countries have made more large-scale investments in developing countries 
under grobalization, including land and sea transportation infra-structure, gas pipelines and power grid 
constructions, etc., or even the setting up of financial systems and trade platforms. As a global ministry 
agency, should we ride on this development opportunity? Should we get onboard the convenience vessel 
that built on  the investment of these advanced countries and sail with them to these developing countries? 
Chapter 2 of Ecclesiastes says that only after undertaking great projects, such as building houses, making 
gardens, parks and pools and gathering silver and gold, did the Teacher realized that what he had 
made with his own hands was vanity, and a chasing after wind. It did no good to the world. Our attention 
should not only be drawn to the development model of this vain growth, but also the import of problems 
like corruption, exploitation, destruction of environment, embezzlement of property and the subsequent 
problem of urbanization that come with the development model of Grobalization. Under the upholding 
of identical development, local ethnic groups lose their uniqueness, or may even bring about the risk of 
cultural extinction. Is this the principle of cross-cultural missions that respect cultural differences?

Churches strive for growth, mainly for the sake of wide spreading the gospel. Apart from the assurance of 
salvation and Heavenly home, the holistic gospel also includes helping people to live with dignity in this 
life and be able to reveal the image of God. This is done through persistence in committing good deeds, 
doing justice and loving kindness, which can be in some way illustrated by the operation of schools in 
poor countries by global ministry agencies. We should take note that in addition to helping students to 
be able to understand more about Christian belief, education should also help people move upwards in 
the economy and provide the way to get out of poverty. However, there is a shortfall in it. In reality, the 
living condition of professionals in developing countries with serious corruption problems has no obvious 
change as compared with ordinary people. From another perspective, people who received education that 
stresses the collaboration with economic development will only become a small gear wheel in the whole 
forced labour system, or a spare part that was made to serve market economy and ready to be exploited 
by the market. This is definitely not the original purpose of education. So, in addition to providing an 
opportunity to get out of poverty, education has a more important mission of establishing conscientiously 
and continuously a correct development view among students, and help them to understand the world 
created by God and the principles of fairness and justice as stipulated in the Bible, so that changes will 
come gradually in generations to come, and national development be affected. In regard to curriculum, 
apart from teaching students how to make a living, culture and arts should also be the main education 
directives. In this regard, their unique cultural elements should be added in the design of curriculum. 
For example, local languages should be used as the main medium of instruction, with the inclusion of 
traditional dance or traditional martial art in physical education lessons, or even exchanges with their 
traditional belief in the religion sessions, with a view that their identity will not be lost in the process of 
education.  We cannot make a total migration of the education requirements and curriculum from a foreign 
place, which is in fact no difference from semi-colonization of local schools. Student must first learn to 
develop their self-identity, so that they will not be lost in the economic market. Only by doing so can the 
future society develop according to local agenda.!

1. Reference: Ritzer, G. (2007). The globalization of nothing 2. Thousand Oaks, Calif,: Pine Forge Press
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Field Editorial

When being asked if Sengal had been fully affected by globalization, I would say “Not yet!” according to 
my observation.  If globalization means sharing the same trading and economy around the world without 
boundaries, Sengal welcomes trading and cultural exchange reinforcement with other countries and 
investments from large companies. It is because people here live in poverty  plus high unemployment 
rate in the city .

There is no “McDonald” here, but local style hamburger which has an egg and fries inside. There is 
no convenience stores like "7-11" neither, but there is always a small shop around your living place. 
The opening hours ends at one or two o’clock midnight that may annoyed the ‘early birds’, but it is 
welcomed by the neighbours. These shops where neighbour gather together for football matches or 
wrestling provide entertainments on the televisions. We could catch the chance to build up relationship 
with locals. There is neither American style coffee shops nor popular brand name shops in Sengal. 
However, a French sports shop opens its shop at the capital city, an American chain store that sells 
fried chicken is ready for business here. More and more Chinese come here for business. I prayed to 
God for more people coming for business and global ministry that is impossible to be true. 

Sengal is a developing country. There is vast infrastructural developments and construction work by 
the government everywhere like around my living place. The transport system from the capital Dakar 
between the new airport is first connected by high-way and speed train is said to be completed by this 
year end. Besides, the high-way from Dakar to the old capital at north (Saint-Louis) is soon completed. 

IM: Eilleen (Sengal)

Senegal
"Globalizing"
The
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There is another astonishing future city building at Diamniadion which is 40 miles away from the capita.
Its industrial area, stadium and conventional centre are located there. Later, there will be commercial 
centre, universities and hotels. The electricity supply in Sengal was not steady eight years ago. But now, 
it has improved a lot. The speedy development in Sengal makes people’s mouths drop open! We now 
wait and see if its infrastructural developments could help people who live in poverty live better and its 
economy.

The development of the transportation system like high-ways brings convenience not only to the trading 
but also our International Members. In the old days, it took three hours or more to travel to cities away 
from the capital. Now, it takes one and a half hour only that really saves our time to go to the villages. I 
pray good news can be spread over the country so more people can be blessed as the development 
goes on. May God grant them a new heart, put a new spirit in them. Remove the stone heart and 
replaced it with a heart that's God-willed. May God put his spirit inside them, make them believe in 
God. Amen! 
 

Industrial area

Sports venues and
Exhibition Center

Dakar transport system connecting the 
new airport
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A group of BR kids is watch-

ing the phone and listening 

to the BR He Book stories.

“What word or words would you use to express ‘Holy’?”

“I share the picture of a manger with you in the share 
screen.”

“Enter this set of number code. Then I can operate your 
computer here.”

Guess what we were doing? 

The answer is…we were doing translation with mother-
tongued translators in distance working. Those were the 
conversation between us. 

During the translation, we needed to let the translators 
understand the meaning of words and verses in “The Book”.  
Sometimes, pictures helped them understand better. Also, 
we helped them translate those words or verses in their 
mother tongue accurately and fluently. When they had 

Global Perspective

“Mother tongue”

Spread God’s 

words in

IM: ST (Developing Country)
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A group of women is learning 

the written form of BR language

problems in operating their computers, we used some software to remote their computers directly. We 
had conversation and interactive conferencing through software and the Internet, we could tell the typed 
verses or words together, we could transmit pictures. We were like doing the translation face to face in the 
same working area.

Dusty country has 77 types of known languages which most of them do not have written forms. Few years 
ago, some workers were there not only to teach Goodnews in the mountains, but also churches were 
established there. Traditionally ,"The Book" in arabic language was ued in churches, but not many people 
could understand as few of them could go to school. Even those who could attend school, they could not 
understand because they learnt "Dustrabic"(localized arabic language) .

When we established our company in Dusty, many tribes contacted us for helping them to translate " The 
Book" into their languages. After konwing more about their situation, our linguists began to study their 
languages, and set letters for their languages. We also asked them to send us people to receive training 
on translation. When the manpower and the capital were ready, we started doing the translation. 

We are now translating “The Book” into three languages: BR, GRM and YM.  Those are the mother 
tongues of some tribes in the far away rural areas.  The tribes wish to have in their languages. Adam, the 
translator of BR language, moved to the capital with his whole family when he joined the translation. He 
has been working with S for eight years.  And now, we have 5 books of NT and 25 stories in "The Book" 
were translated in BR language. Also, a recording about “Life of the First Son” and some literacy teaching 
material are ready in BR language.   Adam would bring those material back to the village for teaching the 
villagers the good news regularly. In the past two years, there were 30 or more BR people, some were M 
people made up their mind to follow the First Son after listening to “Life of the First Son”. 

We translated “Life of the First Son” and some stories in "The Book" into other languages like GRM and YM.  
It is hope that God makes good use of the stories and a recording of “Life of the First Son” can be done 
soon so as to let the two tribes know the First Son.

Now, we can install the apps with "The Book" in translated version to their mobile phones. The apps display 
the God's words with pictures and audio. People in tribes can read and listen at the same time so they can 
learn to read and comprehend. It is so grateful that during my stay in Hong Kong for home assignment, 
brothers and sisters in church donated a few tens of old model mobile phones which can be installed “The 
Book” app and given to the three tribes.

Last Christmas, Adam returned to BR village. He broadcasted the “The Book” stories to the tribe in BR.  
Three “M people” heard the story of creation for the first time, they knew God created the world in six days. 
They decided it was the right way they should go ahead. After watching the “Life of the First Son”, they 
found that the First Son was nailed to death for saving people from sin. They decided to follow the First 
Son.  It is hope that people in Dusty are like these three men whom were touched by God’s words and 
turned to Him.  
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Pastor Steven Chan
(Chinese Evangelical Church of San Diego) 

Short 
Term
XP

As the Cantonese pastor, I have tried to motivate our brothers and sisters to go to the cross-cultural ministry 
fields and see what God is doing for many years.  We started to partner with an organization in China for 
seven years.  Every year, I would try to bring brothers and sisters from my church to go to China for ministries 
but few were willing due to many reasons.  Although many people didn’t go to China, their heart was exposed 
to the needs for cross-cultural ministry through the stories and pictures that I brought back.  After seven years 
of partnership with China, I was praying to God to see how the church can be motivated further for the global 
ministry.  By God’s grace, I was introduced to IM Yoyo Wong and learned that she was planning to go back 
to Tijuana (TJ), Mexico for ministries.  I was excited for this new possible opportunity for my church to get 
involved.

In the beginning stage, Yoyo and I communicated via email and over the phone.  We both felt the need to 
take things slowly to discern God’s will together of a possible partnership.  We planned a scouting trip in 
TJ to understand the people, culture and the ministry needs there.  We tested the water by doing a special 
Christmas program for the Chinese people at a local Hispanic church.  God’s Holy Spirit was moving in my 
brothers and sisters’ heart.  To my pleasant surprise, many were actually willing to go and serve in TJ.  They 
used their different talents that God has given them to serve the Chinese people there.  Some prepared food, 
while others gave testimonies, wrapping gifts, leading songs, setting up audio/visual needs and many more.  
By that time, the Lord has confirmed clearly for me that the He is leading us to partner with Yoyo through AGS 
to develop a long term mission strategy.  So, we increased more one-day trips to TJ during the first two years 
and each time, my brothers and sisters were excited to go and serve.

Then, Yoyo and I brainstormed together and talked about the possibility of going to TJ every month to 
develop a deeper and a more meaningful relationship with the Chinese people there.  This was a big step for 
our church to take.  After spending time in prayer, I boldly sent an email out to all those who are interested in 
the TJ ministry to invite them to make a commitment to go to TJ for ministry on a monthly basis.  I was really 
not sure how many people would be willing because many of the brothers and sisters who were interested 
in TJ ministry already served at church in many different capacities.  Again, to my pleasant surprise, about 
twelve brothers and sisters were willing to make that commitment.  The Holy Spirit was indeed moving in 
their hearts.  We split into two different teams to go to TJ once a month.  We started off with visitations in 
restaurants and shops.  Then, we added children program and Bible Study at a local meeting place.  Now, 
we started doing discipleship lessons with those who have already believed in the Gospel.

Under Yoyo leadership, our teams have matured and grew for the past two years.  We have learned how to 
share the Gospel, make disciples, listen, care and pray for the people who are struggling, and humbly serve 
and work with one another.  I can see how the two teams now took ownership of the ministry that God has 
called them to do.  We are not perfect and we are still learning from God, sometimes even through mistakes, 
to be a better servant to glorify His name.

Looking back at the past four years, I am grateful to our Lord for sending Yoyo to our church to develop our 
passion for missions.  Through this partnership, I have seen brothers and sisters matured spiritually to be 
more Christ-like.  Even those who cannot physically go to TJ with us were moved by the Holy Spirit to donate 
financially, pray and prepare materials needed for our teams.  I was touched that even a 90+ year old godly 
sister was moved to knit hats for us to bring down to TJ as gifts for the Chinese people.  I believe that God 
has strategically placed us in San Diego for the ministries in TJ.  I also see more and more clearly that God is 
calling us and North American Chinese churches to bring the Gospel to Latin American countries, especially 
to the Chinese people living there.  May our Lord motivate more North American Chinese churches to 
advance His Kingdom in Latin America. 

A partnership of 
three strands 
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AGS started a school in Pailin, a remote community on the hill, in 2007. 
In 2012 AGS decided to sponsor the first batch of graduates pursue 
their further education in public secondary school as we believe that 
education can transform lives. 

Today, I just want to share a story of Peter. He is one of our sponsored 
student in Bahuy AGS School .  He is studying in grade 12 and will 
take national exam this year. When he first came to the primary school, 
he was rude and disrespectful to others, often fought with friends. He 
often brought a lot of troubles to the teachers , to his family and to his 
friends in the school. One day he was fighting in the school but he made 
up a story that he was beaten by a student. His father got angry and 
went to that student and hit him back. Eventually,  that student’s parent 
complained and accused Peter’s father.  

As a teacher, we tried to solve the problem with him and advised him to 
perform better in society. We set an example for him to be like Jesus and 
he was also taught about light that must illuminate everything around 
itself.

It takes a long while for him to change his behavior. As a teacher, the 
ultimate purpose is to see students make improvement and change their 
lives. Even though he did bring trouble to us, it was a good experience 
for us to learn how to walk with the student. With the education, his 
attitude has been changing. When he finished Grade 6 at Bahuy AGS 
School, he continued his studies at the public school. Meanwhile, he 
continued to study English with me in the evening. It was an opportunity 
for him to know Christ more. He attended youth camp and revival 
meeting in the bible school in Sihanoukville. After attending these 
programs, he accepted Jesus as his personal Savior and got baptized. 
Now he is a good young man and like to help other people . He also 
participates and leads Sunday services in Bahuy school.  His parents 
see and witness the changing of his behavior . Without Jesus, his life 
cannot be transformed. 

As a result, with the support of teachers, the church members as well 
as brothers and sisters from abroad is essential to bring change to 
his life. Jesus is making a difference in people's lives.  My last request 
is pray for the students and their parents that they may accept Jesus 
as their personal savior. The name of Jesus changes life and brings 
hope to everyone. This is my privilege to serve in Bahuy AGS school in 
Cambodia. 

Light Up
Their Lives

Peter’s Story

“You are the light of the world. A town on the hill cannot be hidden. Neither 
do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it in its 
stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let your 
light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify 
your Father in heaven” 

Matthew 5:14-16.

Teacher Meng
 (Cambodia National Workers)
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International Members (IMs)
Global Fro

nt
Yoyo Wong - Mexico
1. Thank God that she has the opportunity to further 

study during home assignment in Hong Kong. She 
has taken two subjects about Spiritual discipline 
and Missiology. May the Lord grant her ability in 
the study and broaden her view of learning.

2. Pray that our Lord will guide the American team’s 
service at Tijuana in Mexico. May the Lord lead 
them to different regions for proclaiming the good 
news, visits, follow-up, cultivation, and children's 
gatherings. May the Lord give wisdom to the team 
for the services.

Eileen - Senegal
1. The field is so large but Christians are few. Pray 

that the Lord grants power to His servants to bring 
people to the Lord.

2. They wish to establish a city service center for 
developing ministry. Please pray that this project 
will run smoothly.

3. A pastor from Europe will visit the field from 
November to December and serve here for about 
one month. Please pray for his service and a safe 
journey.

Dustin & Candy Yee - Senegal
1. Please pray for the successful opening and 

operation of the city service center. Pray that the 
center will become ministry platform in future.

2. Pray to prepare a local Sunday school tutor to help 
the Chinese congregation to effectively develop 
the Sunday school of children and teenagers.

3. Praise God ! This year, they can harvest of spiritual 
fruits, and hope that after returning their home 
courtry, they will find a suitable church to continue 
to grow.

Kat & Wai Hu - Senegal
1. Pray for cooperation with another Brazilian worker, 

He serves in a local ministry in the development 
zone near the airport. Pray that the Lord will 
provide a helper with passion and vision to join the 
service and serves once a week commencing in 
November.

2. Please pray that they can draw nearer to the God 
every day and have good relationship with God. 
Ask the Lord to grant them good health both body 
and spirit to serve God.

Andy & Adeline - Cambodia  
1. Pray for a smooth transition to Cambodia
2. Pray for wisdom in language learning and 

adaptation to a new environment
3. Pray for the teachers in ZH that they will continue to 

stay strong in their faith.

Iris - Middle East
1.Iris will have a sabbatical study leave from 

December to February. May the Lord bless her to 
learn something new and beneficial to her ministry 
in the field and also give her some refreshment.

2. Pray for her relationship with the Lord. May the 
Lord help her to fill with His Holy Spirit and walk 
with Him day by day so that she can understand 
His will and submit to Him.

3. Pray for her unsaved family members: mother, 
brother and others. May the Lord has mercy on 
them that they can come to know Jesus as their 
saviors.

Mandy Lee – Cambodia
1. At present, she is still learning the language, 

especially the language used in the Bible. Since 
the vocabulary and the expression are quite 
difficult, please ask the Lord to let her have good 
absorption and memory to memorize the phrases.

2. During this time, she needs to take a training 
course and prepare for the service in another 
province. Please ask the Lord to guide her for an 
appropriate course.

3. Pray for the renewal of her working permit and visa 
in January and March respectively next year. 

Jojo Tong – Cambodia
1. Having stayed in Cambodia for a year, she is very 

grateful for the joy and experience of the power of 
the Lord. Pray that the Lord’s words become her 
daily strength to encounter people and all kinds of 
matters with modesty, tenderness, patience and 
love.

2. Language study is progressing generally. Pray that 
the schedule is suitably adjusted so as to provide 
sufficient time for revision. Pray also that she has 
good memory and perseverance in learning. 

3. In November, there has been more long-term 
service members joining in. Pray that the Lord 
will help team members to adapt and make every 
effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the 
bond of peace.

Elaine – South East Asia 
1. Pray that she can get a one-year visa as early as 

possible.
2. Starting from October, she will teach English in 

Seminary for the teachers. Pray that her lessons 
will be easy and interesting.

3. Thank God that she has rented a suitable house.
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Maria – Developing Country
1. In early October, the Old testament translation team 

moved in chuishing and started working full time. 
Please ask the Lord to provide accommodation for 
the translators and their family.

2. From October to December, it is necessary to 
complete the review of translation of Numbers 
Chapter 21-36. May the Holy Spirit grant the team 
members wisdom, patience, willingness to learn, 
trust and good health.

3. Pray that God has mercy and protection for the 
people in the field and hometown. Pray that they 
are safe and free. May God give church pastors 
and believers faith, hope and love to face the 
challenges of the times.

J & E - Chinese students in Germany 
1. Please pray for the welcoming activities of the 

Chinese churches and Bible study classes in 
different regions in German, and ask the Lord to 
prepare for the hearts of the people.

2. Pray that they adapted in the new Freiburg field 
and settled smoothly after the move. 

3. Pray for the study of their three children during the 
new school year.

OnKee Family - Chinese students in Germany
1. Thank God that they can start smoothly and find 

a house and a school for children in less than 
one week. Please pray for their adaptation and 
language learning.

2. Angela immediately began to lead the believers 
in the Bible study group and Sam also began to 
preach in different places in October. Meanwhile, 
welcoming new student event are also prepared in 
the church fellowship in October, please pray for 
all these services.

Andrew & Josephine Kwong -  Cambodia
1. Pray for our students in their adjustment to study at 

Glow School as they have to face a new curriculum 
and new learning habits.

2. Pray for our teachers in their lesson preparations 
as they apply what they have learn in various 
training sessions.

3. Pray that God will continue to bring children to 
come to study at Glow School so that they can 
learn biblical life values as they gain knowledge 
and build character.

International Members (IMs)

Mrs. Yvonne Chou- Hong Kong Far East 
Broadcasting Company
1. With rapid social growth, marital and family stress 

felt by the audience are on the rise. “Counselling 
in the Air”’ phone-in service and the Bible 
Teachings program have become much needed 
by the audience. Please pray for the regular live 
broadcast counselling program and the faithful 
staff behind it.

2. Please pray for the continuously improving 
contents of the special programs, including 
broadcasting and new media, so that more 
people may get in touch with the marriage and 
family concept from the Bible, and have their lives 
moving towards fulfillment and true love, with an 
everlasting effect.

Daniel’s Family - USA
1. Pray for wisdom and direction that how to address 

the changing situation in south east asia. The 
countries are getting hostile. 

2. Pray for wisdom about how to work on new 
strategies to protect the ministries. 

3.They need prayer on how to adjust the ministries 
appropriately according to to their age .

ST Family – Developing Country
1. Pray that the Lord will grant them wisdom to 

work with the teams of BR, GRM and YM in the 
translation of the bible stories. As such the three 
tribes will be blessed through the bible stories.

2. Pray for the fund raising in respect of the translation 
projects for GRM and YM.

3.Pray that  they have a wonderfu l  work ing 
relationship with the translation examiner.

Henri & Joyce Samoutou Family - Republic of 
the Congo
1. The most enjoyable part was getting to know 

them at the interviews! Fifteen out of forty-three 
applicants were selected. Class started on 21 
October, and by the end of this year, they will have 
our first intake of student nurses ready to begin 
their formal training. 

2. Their site engineers successfully undertook a 
project to fit new drains to direct water away from 
the site and the nearby airport. Please pray for our 
experienced team as they continue to work, amidst 
all the anticipated difficulties, on this part of the 
New Sight Project.

3. Thank you for praying and believing with them.
Finally, after 8 years, our amazing teacher Ruth 
Dunys has arrived.  New Sight Homeschool had its 
grand opening in July. 
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Education / Training 2019

Prayer and Sharing Meetings ( Every second Tuesday of the Month ) 

Monthly Prayer Meeting Dec 10 (Tue)

Venue: Christian Central Church (Jordan), 1/F, Ka Shun 
House, 14-16 Jordan Road, Jordan, Kowloon

7:45-9:15pm

Mission Fellowship Speaker :
IM Iris ( Middle East )

Venue : Kowloon Tong Church 
of the CC&MA

Dec 15 (Sun) 4:30-6:00pm

Thematic Courses

 Certificate of Advance Practical Putonghua

 for Church Ministry (13 lessons)

Mar 12 - Jul 16（Every Thu） 7:30-9:00pm

Education / Training 2020

Prayer and Sharing Meetings ( Every second Tuesday of the Month ) 

Monthly Prayer Meeting Jan 14, Feb 11, Apr 14, May 12, Jun 9, Jul 14, Aug 11,
Sept 8, Oct 13, Nov 10, Dec 8 (all Tues)

Venue : Kowloon Tong Church of the CC&MA

7:45-9:15pm

Mission Fellowship Purposes:
Message, prayer support, 
affirmation of calling,
implementation of missions, 
network building

Venue : Kowloon Tong Church 
of the CC&MA

Mar 29, Jun 28, Sept 27
Dec 13 (all Suns)

Aftheroon

Short-Term Ministry Training ( Deadline : 3 days prior of the training ) 

Basic Course Venue : Kowloon Tong Church 
of the CC&MA

Apr 5, Oct 4 (Sun) 3:00-6:00pm

Leadership Course Venue : Kowloon Tong Church 
of the CC&MA

Apr 26, Oct 25 (Sun) 3:00-6:00pm
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All STM participants must complete Short-Term Ministry Basic Training and
attend 3 orientation training sessions.

All dates are for reference only. For more information, please visit our website.

       Short-Term Ministry Trips 2020

Summer Senegal STM Jun 21 - Jul 7 Appl icat ion 

Deadline

May 31

Cambodia STM Jul 18 - 24 Appl icat ion 

Deadline

Apri 30

Germany Cultural STM Oct or Nov Appl icat ion 

Deadline

Aug

Christmas Cambodia (Ratanakiri) STM Dec 23 - 29 Appl icat ion 

Deadline

Sept 30

       Speical Events 2020

Summer Youth Cultural STM Jun 22 - Jul 21 Venue:

Cambodia

Application 

Deadline: Mar 31

Cross - Cultural Training Jul 26 - Aug 2 Venue:

Cambodia

Application 

Deadline: Mar 31

Christmas 2020 Fundraising Bikeathon 

for Pailin Vocational High 

School 

Dec 20 - 27 Venue:

Cambodia to 

Tainland

Application 

Deadline: Mar 31

13



Financial Report (April - September 2019)
Income Expenses Surplus / (Deficit)

International Members 2,806,145.10 2,289,169.55 516,975.55

John Wong -
Short Term Volunteer
 ( Cambodia）

Income Expenses Surplus / (Deficit)

HR Supporting 1,823,295.47 925,759.79               897,535.68

Ministry Development 642,306.03     2,071,677.60                    (1,429,371.57)

Ed. & Mobilization,
Administration Support 245,235.04 132,701.83           112,533.21

Sum   2,710,836.54  3,130,139.22 (419,302.68) 

* The above report is unaudited, and doesn't include any fundraising project and STM I/E, all for HK Dollars.

NEW

 

Staff

Response to the Calling from Pailin with a serving yet grateful heart 
and enjoyment

I am John Wong (Wai Lun) from C.B.B.C. Tseung Kwan O Mission 
Church, and I am going to serve in Cambodia starting from November 
1. During my stay there, I will serve as Voluntary Education Assistant at 
AGS Cambodia, not only assisting in school development and providing 
training to national members on aspects of student guidance, but also 
working on the development of Pailin Vocational High School. Aiming 
that through my service in working with our International members, we 
can help strengthen local schools and churches, and motivate natinonal 
members in sharing "Good News" and global ministry throughout their 
services. 

When I began my studies in Mission Diploma and Certificate subjects in 
Hong Kong Baptist Seminary four years ago, I planned to serve mentally 
handicapped people either in China or Hong Kong after my retirement. 
In a training session on serving Muslim by pastor from AGS. I realized 
how my working experience and previous training closely related with 
the need of Pailin when I read the pamphlet form AGS introducing the 
service in Pailin of Cambodia. I was then strongly driven by an inner 
desire in joining the work in Pailin. In response to the calling from Pailin, I 
resigned from my post as a school social worker one year earlier.

I am certain that it is my responsibility to serve in Pailin as a Christian 
Social Worker. Give thanks to God who granted me calmness and peace 
during the preparation for the coming service a year and a half ago. 
Even though I begin to smell the worries in starting my cross-cultural 
service in Cambodia, I still have good faith in God. I can response to the 
calling from Pailin with a serving yet grateful heart and enjoyment, as it is 
God who lead and guide me there..
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